Stroke care: the way forward
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“Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome” (Samuel Johnson)

The development of coronary care units, cardiac rehabilitation programmes, and thrombolysis revolutionised the management of acute myocardial infarction. Similarly, the development of stroke wards and stroke teams, thrombolysis, and aggressive early rehabilitation have revolutionised stroke care. Unfortunately acceptance and translation of these concepts into clinical practice has been slow. It is imperative that resources are committed to making this new standard of stroke care widely available.

The Evidence for Thrombolysis

In 1995 the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) rt-PA stroke study demonstrated the efficacy of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) for the treatment of acute ischaemic stroke (AIS) when administered within three hours of symptom onset.1 This randomised controlled trial of 624 patients reported a 13% absolute increase in favourable outcome at three months (defined as a modified Rankin Scale score of 0–1). The number of patients needed to treat (NTT) to result in one additional favourable outcome over placebo was seven. rt-PA was associated with an increased absolute risk of symptomatic intracerebral haemorrhage (SICH) (6% v 1% for placebo) but there was no significant increase in mortality. Intravenous rt-PA was approved for use in stroke by the Food and Drug Administration in the United States the following year. In 1999 the Therapeutics Product Programme in Canada provisionally approved the use of rt-PA on the condition that a registry of treated cases was maintained.2 This was the first licensed treatment for AIS and was embraced with enthusiastic optimism by a number of stroke centres, particularly those who had direct experience with rt-PA in the NINDS trial. In September 2002 the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products licensed rt-PA on the proviso that a further randomised trial be conducted for treatment three to four hours post-symptom onset (ECASS III) and a European registry is maintained (Safe Implementation of Thrombolysis in Stroke Monitoring System, SITS-MOST; www.emea.eu.int/pdfs/human/referral/334602en.pdf).

Meta-analysis of the current evidence for thrombolysis supports the findings of the NINDS study,3 however the recanalisation rate after intravenous therapy for proximal middle cerebral artery occlusions is probably only 30%.4 In an attempt to improve on this recanalisation rate and extend the time window for therapy, trials of intra-arterial (IA) thrombolysis were undertaken. PROACT II was a randomised controlled trial of IA pro-urokinase in 180 patients with angiographically proven middle cerebral artery occlusion and severe stroke (average National Institute of Stroke Scale score of 17).5 In spite of a mean time of 5.3 hours from stroke onset to initiation of IA pro-urokinase, this trial demonstrated a 15% absolute increase in favourable outcomes in the treatment group (mRS 0–2). There was an increased risk of SICH (10% v 2%) but no increase in mortality. A number of case series of IA and combined IV and IA rt-PA followed and recent meta-analysis of IA thrombolysis suggests an 18.5% absolute and 80% relative increase in favourable outcomes, NNT of six and reduced mortality in the IA thrombolysis group with initiation of therapy up to six hours from symptom onset.6

To put this in perspective, preventive therapies such as aspirin administered following stroke provide an absolute risk reduction (ARR) of 0.9% for early recurrence or death with NNT of 111.7 Warfarin in older patients with uncomplicated atrial fibrillation offers an ARR of 1.5% per year compared with aspirin.8 The benefits and risks of rt-PA are very similar to carotid endarterectomy for symptomatic high grade carotid stenosis (> 70%) in which the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) demonstrated a 17% ARR of ipsilateral stroke over two years, with a NNT of six despite a 5.6% perioperative risk of stroke or death.9 Like surgery and warfarin, rt-PA is potentially dangerous. However, there is compelling evidence that when used in accordance with present guidelines, under the direction of an experienced stroke team, rt-PA is a powerful and relatively safe therapeutic agent whose impact on acute ischaemic stroke can be dramatic. A number of Canadian, American, and European stroke centers are now thrombolysing in excess of 10% of all ischaemic strokes.

What Have We Learned?

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the past decade of stroke research. First and foremost, in AIS with demonstrated arterial occlusion the only evidence-based approach to improve outcome acutely is disruption of thrombus and reperfusion of the zone of ischaemia.

The overriding priority remains patient safety, but with AIS the order of the day is urgency in administering the thrombolytic. The goal is not just treatment in under three hours but treatment as soon as possible. There is a significant decline in the probability of favourable outcome for every additional minute’s delay in the initiation of reperfusion therapy.10 This urgent time frame for investigation and treatment has had the beneficial spin-off of producing a wealth of new information regarding the evolution of AIS.

Multidisciplinary acute stroke teams can be developed and organised to function quickly and efficiently.11 Fifty percent of the patients in the NINDS trial were assessed clinically, CT scanned, randomised, and had treatment started within 90 minutes of symptom onset. In experienced stroke centres door to needle times of 30 minutes are becoming routine in uncomplicated cases and these results are being achieved in public healthcare systems, such as exists in Canada. This requires recruitment, training, and goal directed restructuring of existing resources and personnel.

One size does not fit all. Optimal stroke therapy must be tailored to specific stroke subtypes. Rapid identification of the mechanism of stroke, the site of vascular involvement, and the assessment of tissue viability requires appropriate resources and organisation to conduct CT and/or MR imaging on an emergency basis. Twenty four hour, seven days a week availability of emergency CT, and expertise in neuroradiology and interventional neuroradiology are essential. Increasingly sophisticated imaging techniques are being developed to help guide decision making on the basis of a “tissue window” and extend treatment options beyond the current “time window”.12-13

All stroke patients benefit from urgent investigation and initiation of treatment, not just those receiving rt-PA. Evidence indicates that care on a stroke ward, under the direction of a stroke team with early and aggressive rehabilitation, improves outcome of all forms of stroke whether they are rt-PA candidates or not.14
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Keypoints: essential components for acute stroke care

- Rapid triage of patients and public education to recognise stroke symptoms
- Comprehensive stroke team and dedicated stroke unit: experienced stroke physician, stroke nurse coordinator, neuroradiologist, rehabilitation specialist, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, speech and language therapist, and dietitian
- Rapid access to CT (and MRI)
- Ability to deliver IV r-PA 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
- Access to a monitored bed with one-to-one nursing
- Access to IA/interventional approaches

A CALL FOR CHANGE

“Much has been done but when we look ahead at what remains we see only a beginning has been made” (Sir Wm. Osler, 1907). Thrombolytic therapy has sparked a revolution in acute stroke care but rt-PA is not the final answer. rt-PA will eventually be replaced by combinations of pharmacological and mechanical techniques of thrombolysis with improved efficacy and risk/benefit ratio. The presently limited time window for reperfusion therapy will also be extended by combinations of neuroprotective agents and interventions such as hypothermia, increasing the number of patients that can be thrombolysed. Numerous questions remain but in the clinical arena the principle task is to close the gap between what is already known and what is being translated into clinical practice.

Stroke is the leading cause of long term disability in the adult population in Britain, with stroke patients occupying 20% of hospital beds. It is time to give the same priority to the training of multidisciplinary stroke teams and development of stroke units as was given to coronary care units and the management of myocardial infarction. Government, health trusts, and funding agencies need to make aware of the critical dependence of modern stroke care on these elements and on emergency access to CT and MR scanning. The potential savings, from reductions in the number of patients requiring lengthy hospitalisations and long term care, quickly offset the capital costs.1–17

CONCLUSION

The call for a change in British stroke care is growing18–29 and what is needed now is a National Service Framework for Stroke (see www.doh.gov.uk/nsf). Debate over evidence of the efficacy of rt-PA should not distract us. The critical issue is to create the necessary infrastructure of acute stroke teams, stroke units, and neuroradiology facilities to deliver a new standard of stroke care. Acute stroke treatments will continue to be improved and refined, but without organised acute stroke care, patients in Britain will be denied benefit from these developments.
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Dementia

Current research on diagnosing dementia

J Warner

Quis custodiet ipsos Custodes

Q uis custodiet ipsos Custodes (who is to guard the guards themselves?). What is the link between this rather pithy observation by a first century AD Roman poet and current research on diagnosing dementia? Read on! The paper by Tian et al (this issue, pp 433–438) explores the clinical utility of predictive testing of individuals with early cognitive problems. The hinterland between normal cognition and dementia is a nosological and terminological minefield. The problem is that before people develop full-blown dementia, they often pass through a stage of “pre-dementia”, referred to in Tian et al’s article as “questionable dementia”. Mild cognitive impairment, benign senescent forgetfulness, and age associated memory impairment are other, subtly different reworkings of the same phenomenon. In Tian et al’s paper, questionable dementia is defined as either the presence of subjective memory impairment affecting social or occupational functioning, but in the absence of impairment in other facets of cognition; or cognitive deficits in one or more domains without impairment of functioning. However, not everyone with the pre-dementia syndromes will go on to develop full-blown dementia, nor are all cases of dementia presaged by this phase. Accurate early diagnosis of dementia is becoming increasingly important. If people with established dementia, early treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors may confer greater benefit than delayed treatment and provides the patient and family with a longer lucid time to make...
plans, do the undone, discuss treatments, and come to terms with the diagnosis.

The most useful clinical measure for patients is the positive predictive value (PPV). This answers the question “If I test positive, what is the likelihood that I will develop (or have) the condition the test is testing for?” The problem is that as the PPV rises, the negative predictive value (If the test is negative, what is the likelihood I will not have the disease) falls. In this case, Tian and co-workers found PPVs around 85% and negative predictive values around 45%. As they point out in their shrewd discussion, these figures are not helpful for most patients, who prefer to deal in certainties.

A significant issue with all research in this area is having a robust reference (gold) standard to diagnose dementia and evaluate the usefulness of your screening test. Most researchers rely on old favourites such as the DSM or NINCDS, although clinicians may be less rigid. When calculating parameters such as sensitivity and PPV, one has to regard these gold standards as inviolable. They are not. In fact, the sensitivity of antemortem diagnosis using these instruments in centres of excellence is at best around 90% when compared with the next hierarchy; histological examination. But who is to say that histology is always accurate (it cannot be, no test is). One can rapidly descend into a mire of iterative complexity and nosological uncertainty. The parallels between reference diagnostic standards and the Roman guard become obvious and we are left having to trust what we have, but feeling a little uneasy about it.
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